Bromley Road Masterplan

Bromley Road Amended Masterplan
The Bromley Road Amended Masterplan is made up of the following documents:
•
•
•

Original Bromley Road Masterplan, adopted by Council at the November 2013
Council meeting
Updated Bromley Road, road design
Updated Bromley Road, landscape plan

These documents combined will form the overall masterplan to guide future development of
Bromley Road, Robinvale and will be used to explore opportunities for funding to implement
the projects identified.
The updated Bromley Road road design and landscape plan both take precedence over the
original masterplan. Wherever there is a contradiction between these documents the road
design and landscape design take precedence over the original masterplan.

Bromley Road Streetscape
Masterplan

BROMLEY ROAD STREETSCAPE MASTER PLAN - ROBINVALE

REPORT PREPARED BY URBAN INITIATIVES.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
STUDY INTRODUCTION

STUDY BRIEF

Swan Hill Rural City Council (SHRCC)
sought and received funding from
the federal government to develop
a streetscape Master Plan for
Robinvale’s, Bromley Road. SHRCC
engaged Urban Initiatives during
March 2012 to prepare the plan.

The brief called for a visionary
plan that looks at what might be
achieved in stages and for the long
term.
Economic objectives for the study
include:
• Create more business in the
precinct from locals and tourists.
• Create flow on effects for other
tourist facilities in the area.
• Involve local businesses as
much as possible in project
implementation.
• Attract more visitors to use
adjoining businesses nearby
including Perrin Street.
Social objectives
• Provision of an interesting and
safe meeting place.
• A development that brings a
sense of pride, belonging and
ownership for the community.
• Recognition of cultural heritage
of the area.
• Enhanced public safety.
• Provision for health by design.
• Opportunities to display public
art.
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MASTER PLAN DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Environmental objectives
• Sustainable design concepts.
• Reduced water use through
water conservation and re-use
techniques.
• Enhance appreciation of the
natural environment.
• Protection of heritage, including
aboriginal and environmental
heritage.

Phase One: Project start up
meeting, site visit and initial
concepts
Urban Initiatives analysed the
site including constraints and
opportunities and sought views
and opinions from key stakeholders.
Initially three optional road designs
were developed and discussed
in detail with VicRoads who have
control over Bromley Road because
it is a state highway.
One option, with kerbside angle
parking, was rejected and the
option of a service road was
modified at VicRoads suggestion to
reduce the design to two through
lanes instead of four.
Phase Two: Development of
alternative design concepts for
community and stakeholder
consultation.
Council decided that two options
should be presented to the
community
for
consideration
because both options had
considerable merit. Two options

were then developed together with
concepts for adjoining land to the
west of the highway taking account
of comment from stakeholders
including existing user groups,
traders, Vline and VicRoads.
The concepts were presented
to Council and the community
in the form of a detailed powerpoint presentation and a project
summary leaflet. Feedback was
sought through a public meeting,
a feedback form and call for
submissions. The concepts were
promoted by Council’s economic
development
officer
Emma
Morpeth and covered by the local
press.
Phase Three: Evaluation of
feedback and development of a
recommended Master Plan.
Feedback was carefully collated and
analysed. It confirmed the difficulty
of deciding between the two
options which each had strengths
and weaknesses and effectively
split the community.

A second round of consultation
was also undertaken with key
stakeholders, VicRoads and Vline.
One outcome from this was the
request from Vline for a bus stop to
each side of Bromley Road so that
buses can continue.
The findings of community
consultation were then presented
to Council at a briefing session
on 2 October 2012. This briefing
recommended completion of the
Master Plan report based on a
further development of option two.
This option was recommended
based on its environmental
and safety outcomes and the

anticipation that traders would be
unhappy with option one because
of its reduced parking provision.
Cost estimates demonstrated only
a relatively small cost premium for
option two because it still made
good use of existing pavements.
Suggestions were provided for
separable packages of works,
indicative budgets and possible
staging of 14 projects. Council were
about to enter caretaker mode
for the elections so they seemed
to agree to accept the report and
allow it to move forward based on
option two for decision by the new
Council when it is in place.
This report is the culmination of
this recommendation.
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There was also a significant
proportion of community members
who either did not want any change
or felt that this project should not
have priority over other works like
maintenance of rural roads. This
type of response was in effect a
rejection of the objectives of the
brief, the project vision statement
and perhaps a misunderstanding
of the nature of Master Plans and
government funding processes.

Each
project
is
described
separately because it may involve
different stakeholders, funding
and development time-lines.
The design remains conceptual
and it is expected that each
component will be the subject of
careful further design development
by professional architects and
landscape architects, supported by
other specialist design consultants.
Delivery of each part of the project
to a high standard and in a manner
that is consistent with the intent of
the Master Plan is essential for the
success of the project.

Phase Four: The developed Master
Plan
This report aims to set out a set
of 14 separate projects that could
be developed over time to fully
develop the Bromley Road precinct
to achieve the vision and objectives
set in the brief.

Figure 1. Study area
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2.0 VISION
Bromley Road precinct offers a
significant opportunity to enhance
the image and presentation of
the town to visitors. The following
vision was developed in response to
the brief and it formed part of the
consultation with the community
and stakeholders.
While this comprehensive vision will
be realised over time, key projects
can be independently implemented
each contributing to the long term
success of Robinvale.

VISION:
The Bromley Road precinct will become an important and compelling
gateway to Robinvale.
Tourists will be enticed to stop and spend time learning about the
attractions of Robinvale. They will be able to park and easily walk to
shops, the Rural Life Museum, the railway station and playground. They
will be encouraged to take time over lunch or a coffee in a pleasant,
comfortable environment while learning about the place and its history.
Residents will also enjoy the use of the facilities and will be proud to meet
visitors at the new bus stop by night or day.
The road space will be transformed from a hot, dusty, car-dominated
environment to become a civilised, tree lined boulevard that is safe for all
users.
The precinct will make a lasting impression on all motorist and bus
travelers, who will remember Robinvale as a sophisticated tourist
destination in an attractive river front setting.
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3.0 ANALYSIS
KEY ISSUES

•

Medians which were once
occupied by sugar gums have
been compromised by removal
of many trees in declining health
and replacement with informal
angle car parking that does not
comply with VicRoads standards

and needs to be removed. Only
parts of the road are edged with
kerbs leaving many edges and
medians open to vehicle access
and these areas become dusty
or gravelled shoulders. The
existing tourist infrastructure
in the precinct includes the
Rural Life museum and Visitor
Information Centre and public
toilets. These facilities are well
located opposite the main
shopping centre and they have
served the town well but they
could be redeveloped in future
years to become far more
enticing.
•

Commercial properties facing
Bromley Road have good
exposure to passing traffic but

the quality of the buildings
that face Bromley Road and the
adjoining street environment
is low quality. Poor building
design and signage, powerlines, degraded footpaths, a
dusty median filled with cars,
devoid of trees and exposure to
highway traffic and the western
sun are all issues that need
addressing.
•

The recent construction of a
new police station and CFA
has not added to the amenity
of the precinct because of the
many wide road crossings and
the poor landscape design
which makes no provision for
pedestrians.

•

Landscaping throughout the
precinct is rudimentary; the
remaining Sugar Gums are its
greatest asset because of their
scale and character. As they are
reaching the end of their life,
they should be gradually phased
out as new trees develop. Large
existing trees to the east of the
road should be protected and
retained wherever possible,
including the large peppercorn
trees in the existing playground.
Their scale and shade is
important. Landscaping around
the visitor centre is small in
scale and it tends to block
views into the existing visitor
centre, the station and public
toilets. This is not good from
a CEPTED (Crime Prevention

Through Environmental Design)
perspective and this landscape
can be removed progressively
as the area is redeveloped.
Garden beds within footpaths
and kerb out-stands along the
east side of Bromley Road are
amateur decoration with high
maintenance requirement and
should be replaced with a new,
more robust tree planting.
•
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Road infrastructure within this
site from the bridge past the
town centre was constructed as a
standard rural divided highway that
has had limited attention for many
years and makes little concession to
its urban setting. Efficient transport
of vehicles has been its primary
purpose but it is excessively wide
for its current, and anticipated,
traffic volumes reducing to two
single carriageways at the bridge
to the north and also to the south.

Overhead power lines are
distributed through the precinct
and ideally should be removed
and replaced with below
ground power distribution, and
new contemporary and efficient
street
lighting
wherever
practical.
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Figure 2. Master Plan
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4.1 ROAD DESIGN
ROAD DESIGN PROCESS
The development of the road design
has been a major task for the design
team. The process followed can be
summarised by the following steps.

STEP 1

Develop three design options in
plan an section for discussion with
VicRoads.
OPTION ONE
Maintain two through lanes in
each direction and existing parallel
parking on the outer lanes but
eliminate informal median parking.
OPTION TWO
Convert parallel parking on the
eastern side to angle parking
between Perrin and Old streets.
OPTION THREE
Develop the western lane as a two
way road with two lanes in each
direction and the eastern lane as a
service lane with angled parking at
the kerb line.
VicRoads response was to support
OPTION ONE, reject OPTION TWO
and suggest refinement of OPTION
THREE.
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VicRoads advised that they could
support OPTION THREE as a single
lane in each direction provided that
the design allowed for the long term
addition of the through lanes in the
future. This suggestion was made on
the understanding that a single lane
in each direction (with appropriate
turn lanes at intersections), could
easily
accommodate
existing
traffic flows. It was also noted that
the bridge to the north has been
constructed as one lane in each
direction, as is the highway to
the south. VicRoads advised that
they had commissioned a survey
seven years ago. They intended
on exploring this option because
it would enable them to transfer
responsibility for the service road
to Council reducing their long term
maintenance responsibilities.

STEP 2

This advice was taken on board,
and two options were developed
for community and stakeholder
consultation.
OPTION ONE
Maintain dual carriageways with
central median.

OPTION TWO
Offset carriageway to the western
side to provide a separated service
lane with parking on the eastern
side.
Both these options were drawn up
in detail and referred to VicRoads
to seek their views on whether they
had a preference. Their response was
to say that both were acceptable in
principle.
We wished to select one option as
the basis of community consultation
so we asked Council to select a
preferred option for consultation.
Council advised that they wished
consultation to be undertaken on
both options.
Drawings, leaflets and a powerpoint presentation were prepared
for the Master Plan, enabling the
community to select an option and
comment.
These documents were then
referred to Vline and VicRoads for
further comment while they were
being considered by Council and
the community.

The feedback from the community
was inconclusive in terms of which
option was preferred. This was
further confused by some people
proposing no change, and others
wanting to change option one to
effectively be the original option
two, to convert parallel parking on
the eastern side to angle parking
between Perrin and Old Streets,
that was rejected by VicRoads.
Urban Initiatives presented this
feedback to Council at a briefing
session in October 2012 just before
Council went into caretaker mode
for the elections. Proceeding to
complete the Master Plan based
on Option Two for the following
reasons.
•

•

It better met the objectives of
the brief to provide an attractive
and safe destination for tourist
and residents.
The cost differential on the
existing concept design for
option two was only slightly
more expensive than option
one.

•

We believed that traders would
prefer option two on amenity
and its better provision of
parking in the service road.

Urban Initiatives were asked by
Council to complete the Master
Plan report using option two as the
preferred road design.

STEP 3

Further revision in response to
VicRoads comments.
During the consultation phase
VicRoads made further detailed
comments on the Option two
design.
These were discussed
through email exchange and then a
meeting was organised at VicRoads
Bendigo office on 19 November
2012 to discuss points of confusion.
At this meeting a number of
changes were canvassed including
the following:
•

VicRoads expressed a preference
for one way circulation in the
service road with angled instead
of 90 degree parking as shown.
This change has been made to

•

•

VicRoads pointed out the
limitation of tree planting
between parallel parking bays
adjoining the eastern kerb of
the new service road between
Perrin and Old streets. The
plan was adjusted to show a
slightly widened kerb that will
enable tree planting within the
footpath but clear of overhead
power-lines.
This
would
increase costs because new
kerbs and footpaths would be
required, but this is considered
worth doing because of their
current poor condition and the
amenity improvement it will
produce.
The issue of road speed and
setback of street trees was
discussed. VicRoads advised
that they felt the 60 km speed
limit should remain requiring a
minimum 3 mere setback of all
trees from running lanes. They
advised that this requirement
can be waived by senior

management if the design
benefit of non-compliant trees
outweighs the risk.
•

•

This was considered after the
meeting and the design for the
median was adjusted to widen
to 5 metres to allow a 2 metre
pedestrian refuge as requested
at the intersection. We believe
that median kerb design and
almost 2.5 metre setback from
median trees should enable
VicRoads approval of these trees
which are very important to the
presentation of Robinvale.
The matter of the ultimate
duplication of Bromley Road
was discussed at length.
VicRoads advised for the first
time that they would not allow
trees to be planted within
the safety requirement of the
ultimate road design, because
they did not want to be faced
with any tree removal when and
if duplication ever occurred.
This was disappointing advice
to receive at this point, because
strict application of this new
requirement would almost

completely prevent all tree
planting on the plans that had
been through consultation.
The allowable spacing between
trees under these conditions
was 28 metres when the
design intended to achieve
almost a closed canopy at tree
maturity. VicRoads advised that
duplication of any highway is
not considered until volumes of
traffic reached 15,000 vehicles
per day. They were not sure
of current volumes but it was
suggested it could be around
1,000 per day. The issue of
the bridge to the south being
just two carriageways was
raised, but it was advised that
theoretically Bromley Road
could carry more vehicles than
the bridge.
Urban Initiatives has taken these
issues on board and also revised the
design of the outer tree planting so
as to provide a double row of trees,
with the outer line complying with
long term set back requirements,
and the inner line complying with
setback requirements for the initial,
and likely long term road design.

This will allow establishment of a
strong landscape from early years;
we also believe that if the inner
row of trees ever require removal
it would be acceptable to the
community because the outer
line of trees would be at full scale.
Like the median trees, this may
require endorsement of senior
management.
•

The design of the intersection
with Moore Street was
discussed. Our drawing shows a
tightening of the intersection to
enable convenient pedestrian
crossing
points.
VicRoads
advised that this may involve
changes to this intersection
which is designed for heavy
vehicle access to the industrial
area. We have checked our base
plans and find the survey is
incomplete in this area which
is technically outside our study
area. Our drawing for this
area should be considered as
conceptual only showing the
intent of improved provision
for pedestrians at these points.
The additional complication for
this intersection is that it may

require upgrade if sand mining
trucks decide to use this route.
A large roundabout intersection
design for the eventuality has
been developed but it is not
shown on the current Master
Plan.
•

The possibility of removal of
the left hand slip lane into Latje
Road was discussed briefly,
and VicRoads would have no
objections to this change.
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Old Street where it needs to
stay as a two way residential
access road.

The Master Plan has been amended
accordingly.
•

The issue of emergency vehicle
access across the median was
discussed and as a result an
additional raised concrete
crossing point has been added.

•

Design of the new visitor car park
was discussed in consideration
of caravan tourists who want
to stop close to the Visitor
Information Centre. The end
bays were amended from 90
degree to parallel to allow for
vehicles that are longer than a
double car bay.
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4.1 ROAD DESIGN CONTINUED

In summary this long list of
refinements has been made in
response to VicRoads’ commentary.
It represents a good compromise
between the objectives of the
brief, and all reasonable VicRoads’
requirements provided they use
available discretion. In principle,
sign off by VicRoads on this Master
Plan is all that is possible.

FINAL ROAD DESIGN
Perrin St

CONCLUSION

Parallel parking
One way service lane
45 degree parking

Bike lane
South bound lane

If Council want the design to be
formally approved and adopted
by VicRoads, they require the
submission of a functional design
approved by a qualified traffic
engineer. We recommend that
Council takes this next step after
adopting this report so that the
project is ready to proceed if funds
become available.
Approximate cost for road works
between Leonora St and Moore St,
excluding inflation from 2012 in the
order of $1,000,000.
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Widened footpath

Turning lane
North bound lane
Bike lane
Shared path

Figure 3. Road layout - plan

N

Figure 4.Existing Bromley Road cross section
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Figure 5. Proposed Road cross section

2.5

Figure 6. Possible long term widening
if required by VicRoads

2.5
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4.2 NEW BUS STOP

Removal of the existing bus loop
is recommended to create more
space for tourist facilities. Two new
kerb side bus stops will be safer,
more visible and convenient.
The design
Relocation of the existing bus
shelter from behind the Rural Life
museum against the rail reserve, to
a location on the edge of Bromley
Road, forward of the Rural Life
museum and close to the new
Visitor Information Centre, (which
will provide ticket sales and travel
information) is recommended.
A new indented parking bay and
kerbing will provide a convenient
safe location for northbound
buses. The addition of a climbing
frame above the shelter to support
ornamental grapes could provide
extra shade and character to this
large structure is suggested.

Vline have requested that the Master
Plan provide an additional bus stop
on the eastern side of Bromley Road
for south bound buses. This can be
provided in the short term on the
existing footpath but when the
roadworks are undertaken it can be
developed with a new sister shelter
on the east side of the reduced two
way carriageway. Ideally this extra
shelter would be constructed as
part of the roadworks contract so it
is fully integrated.
Approximate cost excluding inflation
from 2012 $40,000.
N
Figure 7. Stage One works

Figure 9. Final bus stop configuration - section
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Figure 8. Final bus stop configuration - plan

4.3 NEW VISITOR INFORMATION BUILDING

•

Building a new custom designed
visitor centre in the location shown
has many advantages, including
easy changeover.
•

•

It is sited so it can operate as an
entry control point for the Rural
Life museum if required.
The visitor centre component is
48m2 and has a staff office and
sales area with a glazed frontage
on to Bromley Road and direct
sight lines to the bus stop. Two
disabled toilets are provided for
staff and controlled public use.

•

suggested. It could include
rainwater harvesting to
a
below ground tank, solar hot
water and solar power panels
could be discretely fitted to
the roof.
Double glazing,
insulation and window shading
could be required to enhance
its sustainability. Recycled red
gum columns could support
simple steel roof structure
providing a reference to local
character and history. Use of
deciduous trees to the east and
west sides would further help
its environmental performance.

A separable space of 36m2
which has floor to ceiling
glazing on all three external
walls is provided as a flexible
community space that could
be used in conjunction with the
playground and grass picnic
area for community events. It
is also designed to function as
a meeting room or exhibition
space for local art or produce,
like wine tasting or seasonal
produce sales. This part of the
building could be a second
stage if the project cannot be
fully funded in one stage.
The building should be architect
designed for the site rather
than an off the shelf solution.
The style should be simple
and contemporary. A skillion
roof with wide overhangs
falling to the western-side is

•
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The existing Visitor Information
Centre is considered too small
and its location is not ideal from
the perspective of visibility and its
relationship to relocated bus stops.
It is a simple building and not
worth relocation and renovation.

8m x 6m
(48m2)

Staff/
Office

Sales

WC WC

Power supply to the site should
be underground to enhance
the setting for this building.

Approximate cost excluding
inflation from 2012 $500, 000
Multi purpose
exhibition/ meeting
space

(36m2)

N
Figure 10. Proposed Visitor Information Centre - view from north bound traffic lane

Figure 11. Proposed Visitor Information Centre -plan
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4.4 NEW CHILDREN’S PLAYGROUND

The space behind the visitor centre
could be developed as a sheltered
and safe attractive play area with
high quality facilities to attract
tourists and for resident use.

Rural Life Museum

The concept shows a fenced area of
13 x 30 metres which is furnished
with high quality play equipment
suited to younger children.
The layout shows
how three
carefully selected play structures
can be sited within a grove of
new deciduous trees to provide
important summer shade.
This playground is designed to
attract use by tourists with young
children, but to equally be available
to local residents at any time. The
adjoining Visitor Centre, Rural Life
museum, toilets, railway station
building and public picnic area will
also reinforce the incidental use
and attraction of this playground. It
could be used in conjunction with
the visitor centre for play groups.
Construction of the playground
needs to follow the relocation of
the bus stop and car park.
Approximate cost excluding
inflation from 2012 $450, 000

Railway station
building and platform
Figure 12. New Children’s Playground
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New picnic area

N
Playground examples

4.5 NEW PICNIC AREA
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This space would be formed
by continuing the Perrin Street
footpaths and tree planting directly
across Bromley Road to a simple
lawn space that frames the view to
the old station building.

Approximate cost excluding
inflation from 2012 $ 200, 000

30000

Railway station building platform

New picnic area

2500

Shared
path

3500

Water feature
within
drainage swale

Bromley Road

Figure 13. New Picnic Area - section

Railway
station
building

Public
toilet

New picnic area

Bromley Road

Picnic tables would be set under
trees around the edge of this space.
We envisage this space being used
by tourists as a picnic site or place
to eat takeaway food from the
shopping centre. It is also ideal for
a wide range of public events from
small markets, concerts, displays
and festivals supported and
organised by the community and
local business. Power, toilets, and
quality public lighting would all be
available for these events which
would have high visibility.

Car park

N

Figure 14. New Picnic Area - plan
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We envisage the creation of new
sitting height terraces along the
interface with the new picnic area
providing seating for events and
replicating the idea of the railway
platform.
We understand that the railway
station has been saved from decay
by community action and grant
assistance. The challenge is to find
appropriate new uses that may
activate use of this building in a way
that compliments the use of the
picnic area and retains the heritage
qualities of the building.
Some ideas we have considered
include:
•

A space for a co-operative of
agricultural producers to sell
seasonal produce to the public.
The building could be used as
an office with produce displayed
along the terrace facing the
picnic area under temporary
market style canvas shelters.

•

•

A space for an existing business
to sell coffee and light food on
a seasonal or regular basis. It
could even be offered to young
people as a start up business
opportunity
or
hospitality
training facility.

Railway
building

A temporary
exhibition/
meeting space for rental/
community use managed in
conjunction with the space in
the visitor centre.
Possible cycle hire or sponsored
free cycle centre for visitors
and residents wanting to ride
a developed off road path loop
to and along the river and back
through the town.

Approximate cost excluding inflation
from 2012 $240,000. Allowance
for landscape terracing and basic
upgrades to the building. This
estimate could vary widely depending
on the nature of the use and required
fit-out.

Raised gravel terrace

Picnic
settings

Public
toilets

N
Figure 15. Railway building and platform - plan
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Swan Hill Council

•

Picnic area

A raised gravel or bitumen terrace
is suggested at the back of the new
picnic area to provide a setting
for the station and existing public
toilets.

Vic Track

4.6 RAILWAY BUILDING AND PLATFORM

New picnic area

Figure 16. Railway building and platform - section

4.6 NEW VISITOR CAR PARK

picnic tables are also

7000

6000

Approximate cost excluding
inflation from 2012 $200,000.

Bromley Road

7000

6000

Public
toilets

6000

Shaded
nearby.

New picnic area

6000

This car park is designed to
encourage northbound tourists to
stop and spend time in the new
precinct. Some provision is made
for long vehicles but there are
other alternatives on both sides of
Bromley Road.

The car park needs to be designed
to fit around existing mature
peppercorn trees. It could be
graded to fall towards the road
edge drainage swale. Its capacity is
determined by the space available
and will be sufficient for normal use
and events. Safe pedestrian access
to all nearby facilities and Perrin
Streets shops is provided with
wide, well illuminated footpaths.

BROMLEY ROAD MASTERPLAN - ROBINVALE

A loop car park with centre drive
through bays is suggested to be
fitted underneath the existing
peppercorn trees providing easy
pedestrian access to the Visitor
Information Centre, the bus
stops, the Rural Life museum, the
playground, the railway building,
the existing public toilets, the new
picnic area and Perrin Street shops.

N
Figure 17. New Visitor Car Park - plan .
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4.8 NEW SHARED PATH

A 2.5 metre shared footpath is
suggested to connect from the
layby, down to the river path
system and across the bridge to
New South Wales. This would allow
residents and tourists to walk or
ride along this new open space to
the extended path system.
We see this path as an important
priority because there are no paths
along this side of Bromley Road.
Inter connection of all the public
facilities with a path system is a
fundamental design requirement.
It should be noted that the

footpath alignment is set inside
the transferred property boundary
of the police and ambulance site.
Agreement or land transfer back
to Council will be required to
implement the Master Plan. This is
unavoidable because of VicRoads
requirement for the potential to use
all the road reserve in the long term.
The design proposals do not seem
to conflict with anything other that
substandard landscaping within
these sites. The path and landscape
treatment proposed in the Master
Plan should greatly benefit staff
and visitors at both these facilities.
The path would be either bitumen

or concrete and it would be a
designated shared use path.
Connection of this path to river front
pathways and perhaps ultimately a
loop path back through the town
would be a great asset to residents
and tourists who want to stop for a
couple of hours and campers who
bring their bikes to Robinvale. The
loop path could also suit walkers
of all ages and be a benefit for the
health of the community.
2500

Approximate cost excluding
inflation from 2012 $30,000.

varies

3500

Figure 18. Shared path and drainage swale

Rural Life
Museum

Police Station

Shared path
to extend to
Golf Links
Estate

Country Fire Authority

Public toilets

KEY
Shared path
Crossings
Footpaths

Figure 19. Shared path
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4.9 DRAINAGE SWALE

to stop. Professionally designed
automatic irrigation systems can
be very water efficient.
This swale system will largely take
the place of an upgraded piped
drainage system that would be
the normal engineering practice
for a road upgrade of this type.
Money saved on pipes and pits
can be expended on earthworks,
planting and irrigation. The swale
system will enable rain water to
transfer to ground water, assisting
the growth of trees and other
planting. Stormwater is also
treated though this system helping

BROMLEY ROAD MASTERPLAN - ROBINVALE

It is proposed to develop a new
surface drainage system along the
western edge of Bromley Road to
capture and treat storm water from
the road and landscape. This system
is planned to extend as a landscape
feature down to the Murray River.
It is anticipated that this swale
system could also be the spine
of a landscape irrigation system
that draws water from irrigation
supplies to the south. Automatic
irrigation will be essential to realise
this landscape concept and ensure
that it establishes quickly and
provides the sense of green oasis
that is needed to attract people

to strip pollution from road and car
park surfaces before it reaches the
river. The system is also designed
to support small permanent water
features along its length that will
add greatly to the attraction of the
spaces they occupy.
This system will need careful
professional
design
and
documentation by specialist team if
it is to be implemented successfully.
Council staff may require training
in the management of the system.

Examples of water sensitive urban design swale systems

Approximate cost excluding
inflation from 2012 $150,000.

Rural Life
Museum

Police Station

Country Fire Authority

Public toilets

KEY
Landscaped swale
Piped section
Water feature

Figure 20. Drainage swale

N
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4.10 RURAL LIFE MUSEUM

This design allows for the Visitor
Centre to be an entry control
point for the Rural Life museum, if
required. Removal of the bus loop
creates space for future expansion.
Our brief has not enabled us to
investigate the full potential and
needs of this Rural Life museum. We
understand that it is managed by
volunteers and open when possible
but typically just 2 or 3 days a
week. It is likely that the collection
will grow and that it could be an
advantage to combine the visitor
centre with the Rural Life museum
for ticketed entry so that it is able to
be open longer, and generate more
income, without the need for extra
staff.

•

•

Possible display of selected rural
artifacts within the frontage
landscape as colourful sculptural
objects that draw attention to
the Rural Life museum by day
and night with appropriate
lighting.
Extra space for expansion of the
Rural Life museum to the rear
(west) and north as required. It
would be desirable to fence off
an expanded site back to the
rail reserve for security of the
area.

New higher quality front fence
to improve presentation and
transparency. Custom designed
black coated chain mesh would
be suitable.

Visitor
Centre
Rural Life
Museum

Future
expansion
Figure 22. Rural Life Museum - plan

2500

Varies

Picnic
area

Playground

3500

Figure 21. Rural Life Museum landscaped
frontage - section
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Bromley Rd

Approximate cost excluding
inflation from 2012 $90,000.

Key improvement ideas from the
point of view of the Master Plan
include:
•

Artifacts

N

4.11 POTENTIAL SES RELOCATION

It has also been assumed that
communication, administrative and
meeting facilities could be shared
with the adjoining new emergency
services building.
The layout shows a vehicle crossing
and fenced area with space for
vehicle storage and sheds. It is
not based on a clear brief but
the size shown could be easily
accommodated if this idea was
supported by those concerned.
Any area much larger would tend
to reduce and further separate the
truck and caravan layby which may
become increasingly important to
the town.

BROMLEY ROAD MASTERPLAN - ROBINVALE

Potential relocation of SES functions
from the river front with vehicles and
shared use of CFA offices. This idea
has been raised for incorporation
into the Master Plan because the
riverfront facilities diminish the
public realm of the riverfront, and
their location is not dependent on
direct water access.

Approximate cost excluding inflation
from 2012 $100,000. This allowance
would just cover crossings pavement
and fencing, without buildings or
services connection. More detailed
briefing and design is required before
a realistic budget can be set.

Shared office space
with the Country Fire
Authority

SES storage
yard

N
Figure 23 SES Relocation
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4.12 EXPANDED VEHICLE LAYBY AND PICNIC AREA

The Master Plan shows how a dusty
widened road shoulder could be
improved through landscaping to
provide an attractive tourist and
truck stopping point that is well
connected to the shopping centre,
and all tourist and visitor facilities.

The size of this facility is maximised
but if necessary it could be
developed in two stages extending
from the north end.
Approximate cost excluding inflation
from 2012 $250,000.

Key features include:
•

Extension of the road verge,
treatment of drainage swale,
trees and a shared footpath to
separate the layby from Bromley
Road.

•

A double sided paved layby to
reduce dust and provide for
cars, caravans and trucks.

•

Enhancement of the open
space to the west by addition
of irrigated lawns, additional
screen and shade trees, and
picnic shelters with barbecues,
lighting, water supply and waste
disposal points.

Bromley Road

Expanded layby
SES
New picnic facilities
and landscape
improvements

Signage

N
Figure 24. Expanded vehicle layby and picnic area
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4.13 MEMORIAL GARDENS

We understand that there is an
interest to create a new war
memorial area for Robinvale on
this site. We were given sketches
that showed a plaza space and an
arrangement of military hardware.
In response we have developed
a concept for this site that shows
a conceptual idea for a memorial
garden that is designed to take
advantage of the attributes of
the site including view lines from
the bridge. It would be in effect a
town entry garden that is a natural
extension of landscaping proposed
for the Bromley Road precinct. This
would include the extension of the
shared path through the site down
to the river, and the extension of
the road swale drainage system
through this park with the possible
creation of a landscaped pond as a
focus for the garden.

Key elements could include:
•

•

•

Mounding,
planted
with
indigenous trees to separate
the park from the industrial site
and roads behind. This planted
mounding would enhance the
micro-climate of the central
memorial garden and frame and
enhance an entry walk from the
car park behind.
A small pond fed by storm
water would be the focus of
the memorial garden. It could
be planted with water-plants
and would attract birds. These
could be a small water jet and
the surrounding deciduous tees
could be illuminated to reflect
in the pond.
Memorials
or
interpretive
information could be built into
walls or organised along the
circular walk around the edge
of the pool. Other art works or
military hardware, if necessary,
could be sited between or
behind the circle of trees.

•

BROMLEY ROAD MASTERPLAN - ROBINVALE

We have developed a concept for a
memorial garden after discussing
community aspirations for this site
which is technically out of our study
area.

This central garden would
have higher quality irrigated
lawns to make it an attractive
place of refuge in hot weather.
Children’s water play could be
incorporated.

This design concept is presented
as an idea for future development
and refinement. A quality result
will depend on the ongoing
involvement of a qualified and
experienced landscape architect
and adequate funding.
Ad hoc development of this very
prominent site is not recommended
because it is the northern gateway
to Robinvale.

N
Figure 25. Memorial gardens

Approximate cost excluding inflation
from 2012 $250,000. The budget
would very much depend on the
developed brief and detailed design.
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4.14 HERITAGE PARK AND EVENTS SPACE

This part of Council’s public reserve
houses the heritage rail elements
of the water tank and turntable,
as well as a segment of the old
bridge. These significant objects are
memorable landmarks in the town
and integral to the history of the
town. They need to be preserved
and interpreted.
The remaining rail workers’ houses
are now in private ownership
and could remain so indefinitely
provided
surrounding
path
ways and landscaping can be
accommodated. Alternatively they
could be purchased and removed
for parkland or use of the Rural LIfe
Museum in the much longer term.
This may depend on property
owner’s wishes.
This area should remain as a setting
for the heritage items, and with a
lower grade lawn area that is suited
to use for a range of temporary
events like car and other vehicle
displays, picnics, festivals and more.
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Suggested improvements include:
•

Rationalisation of residential
access drives to share one
crossing and to accommodate
the new shared path and road
edge drainage swale.

•

Development of an off-road
car park opposite Latje Road as
overflow parking and to support
uses in this park.

•

Improvement of grassed areas
with additional tree planting to
screen the industrial area and
provide areas of shade within
the park.

•

Further
maintenance
and
interpretation of the heritage
structures.

Approximate cost excluding inflation
from 2012 $350,000.

N
Figure 26. Heritage Park and Events Space

5.0 WAYFINDING AND IDENTITY

We think the landscape design
and placement of buildings like
the bus shelter, the new visitor

Despite this logic, and especially
in the early stages, we can see
great value in developing a new
custom designed precinct signage
system.

If these signs are distinctive they
could be installed early as a way of
establishing an image and identity
for the precinct at an early stage.
Approximate
cost excluding
inflation from 2012 $20,000.

A memorable standard design for
these signs could be developed
together with initial information
and the ability to relocate or
modify sign information as the
Master Plan is implemented.

Rural Life
Museum

Police

Welcome

We envisage that these signs
would sit on the road edge of
the shared path alignment and
be specific to Robinvale, free
standing, silhouette blade signs
with all necessary building identity,
directory and parking information
provided. The accompanying plan
suggests recommended locations
for these signs.

Greater
Shepparton
recognises
traditional owners
of this land.

2400

The best way-finding is achieved
through good site design, so that
visitors can naturally slow down
and understand their environment
without the need for signs and
directions.

centre and new picnic area are all
key moves to enhance legibility
and presentation of the town. The
memorial garden and suggested
artifact display in front of the
Rural Life museum, together
with preserved view lines to the
large heritage structures are also
important aspects of this strategy.
The new shared pathway will help
link all elements in the precinct.

BROMLEY ROAD MASTERPLAN - ROBINVALE

The Master Plan has been
designed to orchestrate the visitor
experience as they pass through
the precinct. Much of this will
be obvious from the road and
landscape design.

Yorta Yorta Nations
Bangerang
Kailtheban
Ngooraialum
Natrakboolok
Baloungkarra
Yirungillum

800

Example of blade way-finding/
identity signage (Shepparton)

CFA

Public
toilet

KEY
Sign location

Figure 27. Signage locations

N
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6.0 STREET TREE PLANTING
This master plan proposes extensive
landscape treatments through the
precinct. It is proposed that existing
trees be retained wherever possible.
Most trees and shrubs in the western
reserve can be retained. Many of
the sugar gums planted in the road
median will be lost when the road
works are implemented however
some can be retained especially to
the southern end.
The concept for street trees has a
few strong planting ideas that are
important for the transformation of
the precinct.

•

•

Existing street trees in Perrin
Street are proposed to be
extended across Bromley Road
to form the edges of the new
picnic area. This treatment is also
suggested to wrap round into
the commercial frontages along
the eastern side of Bromley
Road.
The new median in Bromley
Road is proposed to be planted
with Jacaranda in sections that
are the full 5 metres wide. This
will give a stunning summer
seasonal effect when many
visitors are passing through.

•

The outer edge of the new road
will be planted with two double
rows of large eucalyptus, to
provide scale and a continuous
shade canopy. The inner row
would require sacrifice in the
much longer term if VicRoads
ever decide on duplication, but
the outer line would then be
mature and large. Corymbia
citriodora or Angophora costata
are considered to be suitable
trees for this plantation and they
will blend well with retained
Sugar Gums.

Rural Life
Museum

•

•

Limited use of deciduous
tree is suggested within the
playground, around the railway
station, in front of the visitor
centre and within the heart of
the memorial garden. Species
will need to be carefully selected
for each site but could include
Chinese Pistachio, White Cedar,
Crepe Myrtle, Gleditsia species
or Ornamental Pear species.

Key species

The bulk of the western reserve
will be planted with a range of
indigenous and other desert
native species that can withstand
dry periods and provide an
education for visitors about
Mallee and desert vegetation.

RESERVE PLANTING
• ACACIA LIGULATA 		
Small Cooba
• ACACIA MONTANA 		
Mallee Wattle
• CALLITRIS VERRUCOSA		
Scrub Cyprus-pine

STREET TREE SPECIES
• CUPANIOPSIS ANACARDIOIDES
Tuckeroo
• CORYMBIA CITRIODORA 		
Lemon-scented gum
• ANGOPHORA COSTATA 		
Smooth-barked apple
• JACARANDA MIMOSIFOLIA 		
Jacaranda

Country Fire
Authority

Police Station
Public
toilets

KEY
Existing tree to be
retained
Existing tree to be
removed
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Proposed Eucalyptus

Proposed Jacaranda

Corymbia citriodora or
Angophora costata

Jacaranda mimosifolia

Proposed Tuckeroo

Proposed deciduous

Proposed orchid
Proposed indigenous
sceen planting

N
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RESERVE PLANTING CONT
• SENNA NEMOPHILA 		
Desert cassia
• ACACIA STENOPHYLLA		
Eumong
• CALLITRIS PREISSII 		
Mallee Cyprus-pine
• MELALEUCA IANCEOLATA		
Moonah
• GEIJERA PARVIFLORA
Wilga
These are indicative species and
subject to future detailed planting
design.

Existing Cypress-pine on site

Proposed Jacaranda

Existing Sugar Gums in Bromley Road

Proposed Jacaranda

Existing Tuckeroo in Perrin St

Proposed Lemon Scented Gum
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7.0 STAGING PLAN
The Master Plan has been developed
as a series of distinct projects which
could be funded separately through
grants or by Council. The report is
presented as a series of projects to
aid Councils budgeting and grant
applications.
Costs are indicative budget figures.
Most projects will require more
detailed briefing and design
development and construction
drawings before they are able to be
implemented. The cost will be much

clearer at this point, however the
suggested budget figures could be
useful as part of the design brief to
set constraints on design.
The sequence of development of the
master plan may depend on grants
Council and community priorities.
The sequence below suggests a
logical order from the point of
view of need, image and sensible
construction phases.
The roadwork is the big ticket item

and will definitely need more design
development and investigation
before its cost is certain. There is no
real opportunity or benefit to stage
this work. It would be much better
done in one construction phase
even if it needs to be funded and
constructed across two financial
years.
Quality construction,
coordination of services and
minimum disruption to the town
are all reasons for doing this as one
project.

On adoption of this Master Plan it is
strongly recommend that Council
commissions a functional design
to suit VicRoads requirements and
match this with a quantity surveyor’s
estimate of the value of the project.
This would allow the project to be
adopted by VicRoads and presumably
it would then be available for full or
partial funding by VicRoads at any
time in the future. It would then be
a “shovel ready” project that could
be funded at any time by any level of
government.

Other priority projects may also be
worth the next stage of brief , design
development and documentation
so they are more resolved and ready
for tender when opportunities for
funding arise.

Anytime

B
H

A
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Shared path and signage

$50,000

B

C

Rural Life
Museum

E

I

POSSIBLE STAGING:
Anytime Bromley Road - Eastern
footpath widening
Highway upgrade.
Undertaken at any time as funds
become available.

A
Police Station

Country Fire
Authority

G

D

N

B

Bus stop and car park

$240,000

F

SES relocation

C

G

Expanded vehicle layby and
picnic facilities and shared path $250,000

D

New visitor information building, $850,000
picnic area and playground
Railway building and platform $240,000

H

Events park improvements

$350,000

E

Rural Life Museum expansion

I

Memorial park including
shared path

$250,000

$90,000

F

$100,000

Note: All cost estimates are approximate,
exclude preliminaries and inflation from 2012.

8.0 COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
COMMUNITY CONSULTATION PROCESS

INITIAL
SITE
VISIT
AND
STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION
The consultant team visited Swan
Hill and Robinvale on May 24th,
2012 and met with key Council staff
and community representatives
and stakeholders, where we
discussed the brief and constraints
and opportunities presented by
the site and the project. These
meetings helped clarify the issues
and ideas and wishes of those
involved with the site including the
Visitor Information Centre, Vline,
the Rural life Museum and other
heritage and memorial projects
and the traders, especially those in
Bromley Road. Council staff helped
with information on the history
of the area, landscape issues and
community priorities. We met
with the ward councilor John Katis
and sought his views on possible
improvements.

DEVELOPMENT OF THREE ROAD
DESIGN OPTIONS
Three options were developed for
discussion with VicRoads as the
key stakeholder in a meeting at
their Bendigo office as recorded
in the road design section of this
report. VicRoads supplied feature
survey information that couldn’t
be provided by Council.
COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
Two road designs endorsed
by VicRoads were developed
together with concept designs
for the adjoining sites to the west
for comment by the community
and key stakeholders. A powerpoint that explained the brief,
the site analysis and all design
proposals were prepared and
presented to Councilors and
Executive Management Team for
endorsement before presentation
to a public meeting on 27 June
2012.

A 4 page colour design summary
brochure with a feedback form
was produced and circulated
widely in Robinvale by Council.
Feedback was collected by Council
and analysed in detail by Urban
Initiatives.

CONCLUSION

The communities priorities can be
summariesd as follows:

This Master plan is developed from
the objectives set in the brief and
it has sought and taken account
of a wide range of stakeholder and
community views. Full details of
community and stakeholder input
have been provided to Council.

1. New Visitor Information Centre
2. Rural Life Museum
3. New Shared Path
4. New Children’s Playground
4. Railway and Platform
5. New bus stop
6. Expanded vehicle layby and
picnic shelters
7. SES relocation
8. New visitor car park
9. New town square (now know as
new picnic area)
10. Drainage swale

BROMLEY ROAD MASTERPLAN - ROBINVALE

This
project has involved
considerable community and
stakeholder consultation.
This
consultation is summarised as
follows.

RESULTS

Findings were presented to a
councilor briefing on 29 September
2012. Further development of the
plan based on option two and with
further input from VicRoads and
VLINE was recommended.
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APPENDIX
A1 - Community feedback brochure
A2 - Community feedback form

A1 - COMMUNITY CONSULTATION BROCHURE
Bridge
crossing

Bromley Road, Robinvale
Streetscape Master Plan

DESIGN NOTES

12

An opportunity to tell us what you think

VISION

Council sought and received funding from
the Federal Government to develop a
streetscape master plan for Bromley Road.

The Bromley Road precinct will become an important and compelling
gateway to Robinvale.

Urban Initiatives Pty. Ltd were appointed to
undertake the study during May and visited
Robinvale on May 24th/ 25th to see the site
and talk to key stakeholders.

Tourists will be enticed to stop and spend time learning about the
attractions of Robinvale. They will be able to park and easily walk to
shops, the Rural Life Museum, the station and playground. They will be
encouraged to take time over lunch or a coffee in a pleasant comfortable
environment while learning about the area and its history.

The road space will be transformed from a hot dusty car dominated
environment to become a civilised tree lined boulevard that is safe for
all users.

STUDY BRIEF

KEY ISSUES

The consultants have been asked to develop
a visionary plan that looks at what might be
achieved in stages including the long term.

Road infrastructure within this site is a
standard rural divided highway that has
had no attention for many years and
makes little concession to its urban
setting. Efficient transport of vehicles
has been its primary purpose. The road
is excessively wide for its current and
anticipated traffic volumes and reduces
to two way single carriageways at the
new bridge to the north and also to the
south.

Social objectives
• Provision of an interesting and safe
meeting place.
• A development that brings a sense of
pride, belonging and ownership for the
community.
• Recognition of cultural heritage of the
area.
• Enhanced public safety.
• Provision for health by design.
• Opportunities to display public art.
Environmental objectives
• Sustainable design concepts.
• Reduce water useage through water
conservation and reuse techniques.
• Enhanced appreciation of the natural
environment.
• Protection
of
heritage
including
indigenous and environmental heritage.

The precinct will make a lasting impression on all motorist and bus
travellers who will remember Robinvale as a sophisticated tourist
destination in an attractive river front setting.

• Medians
which
were
once
occupied by sugar gums have been
compromised by removal of many
trees in declining health and replaced
with informal angle car parking that
does not comply with VicRoads
standards and needs to be removed.
• The existing tourist infrastructure in
the precinct includes the museum,
visitor information centre and public
toilets. These facilities are well
located opposite the main shopping
centre and they have served the town
well but they could be redeveloped
in future years to become far more
enticing.

• Commercial properties facing Bromley
Road have good exposure to passing
traffic but the quality of buildings and
the adjoining street environment is
of low quality. Poor building design
and signage, powerlines, degraded
footpaths, a dusty median filled with
cars, devoid of trees and exposure to
highway traffic and the western sun
are all issues that need addressing.

2

New Visitor Information building

3

New children’s playground

4

New Town Square

5

Railway building and platform

6

New visitor car park

7

New shared path

8

Drainage swale

9

Rural Life Museum expansion
Possible relocation of SES functions
from the river front with vehicles and
shared use of CFA offices.

7
Latje Rd

Refer inset overleaf

12 Villers-Bretonneux Memorial

8

9
5

3

2
4

11 Expanded vehicle layby and

picnic shelters
This area could be well landscaped
to provide for trucks and cars with
caravans.

1
Perrin St

6

Garden
Reshaping of the Council land
at the west of the new bridge is
suggested to create a memorial
garden that is designed to be seen
from the bridge and Bromley Road.
This could be a contemporary
contemplative garden that uses
storm water from the road
landscape to create a semi
enclosed contemplative space
along the new path system.

Proposed option for new Visitor Information
building, bus stop and Town Square

YOUR VIEWS
You are invited to comment on the draft master plan
as presented in this newsletter. Please complete
and return a feedback form to Council. Additional
more detailed written comments are also welcome.
The feedback will be considered by Council and
the consultants and will help shape the final version
of the plan.
Copies of this newsletter and the feedback form
are available from Councils website
www.swanhill.vic.gov.au
All feedback forms and other comments should be
submitted by July 31st 2012

TIMING AND FUNDING OF THE PLAN
Council has budgeted to meet short term goals
and will use the adopted plan to seek additional
funds from other levels of government over the
coming years.
The final design will be broken into a series of
projects and stages that can be implemented
by Council and used for grant applications.
Prioritisation of elements of the plan will depend
on community support and funding opportunities.
Unless this project is funded as a single project it
is possible that it might be implemented in many
stages over more than a decade.

• The recent construction of a new
police station and CFA has not added
to the amenity of the precinct because
of the many wide road crossings and
poor landscape design which makes
no provision for pedestrians.
• Landscaping throughout the precinct
is underdeveloped and blocks some
important sight lines. It does not
present Robinvale to visitors in a good
light.

New bus stop

10 SES relocation

Residents will also enjoy the use of the facilities and will be proud to meet
visitors at the new bus stop by night or day.

Initial design concepts have been prepared
and discussed with VicRoads and
developed concepts are now available in
this summary brochure to seek views on
these options from the community and key
stakeholders.

Economic objectives for the study include:
• Create more business in the precinct
from locals and tourists.
• Create flow on effects for other tourist
facilities in the area.
• Involve local businesses as much as
possible in project implementation.
• Attract more visitors to use adjoining
businesses nearby including Perrin
Street.

.

Moore St

STUDY INTRODUCTION

A brief for the study was prepared and
tendered during March/ April 2012.

Centenary
Park

1

THE NEXT STEPS
Council and the consultants will review all
submissions and then develop a final version of the
plan during August 2012.

10
Herbert St

FURTHER INFORMATION
For further information please contact:
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Emma Morpeth
Economic Development and Tourism Projects
Officer Robinvale
Swan Hill Rural City Council
PO Box 488, Swan Hill, VIC 3585
Email: emma.morpeth@swanhill.vic.gov.au
Phone: 50323033
Mobile: 0458 000 684

ROAD DESIGN OPTIONS

OPTION ONE

Three different road design configurations have been
developed for discussion with VicRoads. These have
subsequently been refined down to two options both of
which have a reasonable chance of in-principle support by
VicRoad.

This option maintains and improves the current traffic This option reduces highway traffic lanes to one through
arrangement and brings it up to standard be eliminating lane in each direction separated by a new median
parking from the median and providing right turn lanes.
that accommodates right turn lanes at intersections.
VicRoads would want to retain the potential to add
Substantial public space improvements are possible with additional lanes to the outside by displacing landscaping
this option. Capital cost could be lower due to less change if they were ever required.
needed to existing pavements.
A separated service road is proposed with parking on
This option is arguably an over provision of road space the eastern side.
for anticipated future demand with higher pavement
maintenance costs. It is less attractive as a tourist destination This option can accommodate similar public realm
and has lower pedestrian safety and would have less benefit improvements.
for traders.

DESIGN NOTES

1

New bus stop
Removal of the existing bus loop is recommended to create more space for tourist facilities. A new
kerb side bus stop will be safer, more visible and convenient.

2

New Visitor information building
A new contemporary building could be developed to provide Vline booking, tourist information and
produce sales, office, disabled toilets and a gallery/ meeting space. The siting would allow ticketing
entry to the museum. A new pergola could provide weather protection for bus travellers.

3

New children’s playground
The space behind the visitor centre could be developed as a sheltered, safe and attractive play area
with high quality facilities to attract tourists and for resident use.

4

New Town Square
This space would be formed by continuing the Perrin Street footpaths and tree planting directly
across Bromley Road to a simple lawn space that frames the view to the old station building. Picnic
tables could be set under trees around the edge of this space.

5

Railway building and platform
A raised gravel or bitumen terrace is suggested at the back of the town square to provide a setting
for the station and existing public toilets.

6

New visitor car park
Suggested development of a new loop car park with centre drive through bays to be built underneath
the existing peppercorn trees, providing easy pedestrian access to the tourist information centre
and Perrin Street.

7

New shared path
A 2.5 metre shared footpath is suggested to connect from the layby down to the river path system
and across the bridge. This would allow residents and tourists to walk or ride along this new open
space to the extended path system.

8

Drainage swale
It is proposed to develop a new surface drainage system along the western edge of Bromley Road
to capture and treat storm water from the road and landscape. This system is planned to extend
as a landscape feature down to the Murray River. It is anticipated that this swale system could also
be the spine of a landscape irrigation system that draws water from irrigation supplies to the south.

9

Rural Life Museum expansion
This design allows for the visitor centre to be an entry control point for the museum if required.
Removal of the bus loop creates space for future expansion. We recommend the featuring of
artefacts from the museum within a new landscaped frontage as a way of attracting visitors and
communicating messages about agriculture in Robinvale.

OPTION ONE - MAINTAIN DUAL CARRIAGEWAYS WITH CENTRAL MEDIAN
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VicRoads currently advise that they are unlikely to have funds
available to construct either option in the foreseeable future.
This means that Council will need to prioritise this project and
it may need to seek funds from other areas of government.
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A2 - COMMUNITY CONSULTATION FEEDBACK FORM

Bromley Road, Robinvale
Streetscape Master Plan

KEY MASTER PLAN PROPOSALS
Please explain your opinion towards the key master plan proposals by ticking the
appropriate boxes (from Strongly Support to Strongly Oppose). In addition rank your
top 5 proposals, with 1 being the most important/ highest priority.

An opportunity to tell us what you think
This feedback form has been prepared to enable you to
comment on the Bromley Road Streetscape Master Plan.
Please return the form by 31st July 2012

The
Bromley
Road
precinct
will become an important and
compelling gateway to Robinvale.
Tourists will be enticed to stop
and spend time learning about the
attractions of Robinvale. They will
be able to park and easily walk to
shops, the Rural Life Museum, the
station and playground.

Bridge
crossing

PROPOSAL

VISION

They will be encouraged to take
time over lunch or a coffee in a
pleasant comfortable environment
while learning about the area and
its history.
Residents will also enjoy the use
of the facilities and will be proud
to meet visitors at the new bus
stop by night or day.

Strongly Support No view Oppose
support

Strongly
oppose

Top 5
proposals

1 New bus stop

The road space will be transformed
from a hot dusty car dominated
environment to become a civilised tree
lined boulevard that is safe for all users.
The precinct will make a lasting
impression on all motorist and bus
travellers who will remember Robinvale
as a sophisticated tourist destination in
an attractive river front setting.
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Visitor Information
2 New
building
New children’s
3 playground

Centenary
Park

Moore St

4 New Town Square
building
5 Railway
and platform

6 New visitor car park
7 New shared path
8 Drainage swale

Life Museum
9 Rural
expansion

Do you think the Master Plan reflects the Vision?

Yes

OPTION ONE

and why?

Partly

No

Maintain dual carriageways with central
median
This option maintains and improves the
current traffic arrangement and brings it up
to standard by eliminating parking from the
median and providing right turn lanes.
Substantial public space improvements are
possible with this option. Capital cost could
be lower due to less change needed to
existing pavements.
This option is arguably an over provision of
road space for anticipated future demand with
higher pavement maintenance costs. It is less
attractive as a tourist destination and has
lower pedestrian safety and would have less
benefit for traders.

OPTION TWO

Which is your preferred road design option?

Offset carriageways to the western side
to provide a separated service lane with
parking on the eastern side
This option reduces highway traffic lanes to
one through lane in each direction separated
by a new median that accommodates right
turn lanes at intersections. VicRoads would
want to retain the potential to add additional
lanes to the outside by displacing landscaping
if they were ever required.
A separated service road is proposed with
parking on the eastern side.
This option can accommodate similar public
realm improvements.
Opt 1

Latje

10 SES relocation

Opt 2

Rd

vehicle layby
11 Expanded
and picnic shelters

12 Ville-Bretonneux
Memorial Garden

7

8

OTHER COMMENTS
9
5

3

2
4

1
Perrin St

6

RESPONDENT DETAILS
This information is optional but needs to be completed if you would like to be contacted
again regarding the project.
Name:
Address:

10
Herbert St

Email:

Please return your completed form by 31st July 2012 to:

Emma Morpeth
Economic Development and Tourism
Projects Officer Robinvale
Swan Hill Rural City Council
PO Box 488, Swan Hill, VIC 3585
Email: emma.morpeth@swanhill.vic.gov.au
Phone: 5032 3033
Mobile: 0458 000 684
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Landscape Concept Designs

Introduction
This is the draft design report for suggested amendments to the Bromley
Road, Robinvale Concept Plan based on the findings of a community
charrette in October 2015. The work has been commissioned by Swan Hill
Rural City Council and undertaken by Jenny Donovan of Inclusive Design in
December 2015 and January 2016.
This design report reconciles the findings of the charrette with the
“consultants revised plan” by Urban Initiatives received by Inclusive Design
on 16 Dec 2015. As such this concept plan adopts the proposals indicated
in the consultants revised plan (including the suggested street trees such as
Jacaranda (Jacaranda mimsifolia) as the median tree) and only varies from it
where this is required to address the issues raised in the charrette.
However it is recognised that in light of more recent correspondence that
Jacarandas are not universally supported and hence it is understood that
the choice of median tree might be revisited at the detailed design stage.
Suggested variations to the concept plan are indicated on the last page of
this report.
All ideas are presented as concepts only.

Bromley Road Robinvale concept plans
February 2016 v5 for Swan Hill Rural City Council

Overall Concept Plan

2

3

4

1
The Heritage Precinct showcases several
heritage assets (museum, station, Bill
McGinty Park/heritage park, etc) and
provides a point of access to further
heritage and landscape assets along the
river. The enhancements in this area
seek to improve access and frame these
assets. Swan Hill Rural City Council and
the community are invited to consider
complementing them with other assets
and interpretive material that create a
sense of an open air landscaped
heritage exhibition incorporating
interpretive material telling the story of
the community.

This is already a high amenity
boulevard through the township
that is a focus of civic pride and
leaves travellers with a sense that
this town is distinctive, memorable
and attractive. Proposals seek to
reinforce this character with the
necessary replacement planting
connected the existing and
proposed assets by a linear
‘greenway’, a high amenity
footpath and cycle-path amongst
the trees and enhanced landscape
that also brings people to safe
crossing points that led directly to
key destinations.

Bromley Road Robinvale concept plans
February 2016 v5 for Swan Hill Rural City Council

This will be a focus of social activities. A
role justified by existing use of that area
(station, play area), its assets (attractive
landscaping, visitors centre) and its
location adjacent the shops and activities
of Perrin Street. The proposals in this
area focused on enhancements to the
play area to build on its existing values,
creation of a secure and private mother’s
shelter adjacent to the play area,
improved recreational facilities and the
possible expansion of the visitors centre
to eventually provide café facilities.

This will be the focus of the tourist orientated uses. These
incorporate the existing parking area/lay by that can
accommodate caravans and motorhomes (identified as a
significant potential market for the town). The parking area
would be complemented by a picnic area and information
about the town (including signage to dump point and toilets).
These cluster facilities to meet travellers practical needs in a
pleasant environment from which it was appealing for a
visitor to “stretch their legs” and visit the town. These were
co-located close to the existing silos across the railway track
that meant these striking and memorable features would be
experienced at close range as well as providing a landmark
for orientation. Adjacent to the parking area is a stand of
trees and shrubs that are of very diverse origins, reflecting
the origins of many of the communities represented in
Robinvale. This area is proposed to be subtly adapted to
provide a multi-cultural arboretum, with additional trees
planted to further reflect the diversity of the community.

Heritage PrecinctOverview

This area celebrates all the
things that have made
Robinvale what it is and
presents them for the
benefit of visitors and locals
alike.

Traffic
splitter island
redesigned
to align
better with
footpath and
create
pedestrian
refuge

Seat
relocated to
allow better
viewing angle
of bridge

Historical agricultural or
irrigation machinery
(water wheels) installed
along footpath (once
made safe) with
interpretive material to
explain use, significance
and what it was like to use
it to reinforce a sense of a
heritage park

Signage on fence
of museum to tell
the story of the
town (and invite
people into the
museum)

Interpretive
signage
inviting
people to the
heritage
precinct

Future parking

Bill McGinty Park

Memorial
Park

Detailed planting design to ensure it does not
obscure the “Rising Sun” pattern
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Picnic area
amongst
dappled
shade of
proposed
planting

Informal play
area

Existing
house

Future
Parking

Museum

Station

Key
Views framed by landscape to
increase the emphasis on the
landmark heritage feature of
the former railway bridge

Heritage PrecinctPerspective
Careful location of tree planting can
be used to frame views of the
heritage bridge in Bill McGinty Park
as the traveller approaches
Robinvale from NSW. This will
enhance its visual emphasis and
reinforce its contribution as an
icon/landmark for the town
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Linear GreenwayOverview

This will tie together all the
community and tourist
assets along a safe, high
amenity, comfortable
pedestrian and cycle route
?
?

?

?

?

?
?

Link to
wider
footpath
network

Memorial

Bridge and
turntable

Key

Bill McGinty Park
improved to further
celebrate the towns
railway and agricultural
heritage (incl. water
wheels) and incorporate
picnic area and informal
games area

Alignment of greenway
Seat
Directional Sign
?

Interpretive material
Pedestrian crossing
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Museum

Station,
Visitors
centre, bus
stop

Play area,
Natural
heritage
exploration,
toilets,
mothers
shelter

“artistic”
information map
referencing areas
assets and heritage.
Seats and picnic
area.

Multi
cultural
arboretum

Linear Greenway –
Perspective
(Area illustrated between museum and Bromley
road). This also shows how the fence might be
used to create a canvas for storyboards telling
the story of Robinvale and its inhabitants over
the years as well as helping to invite people into
the museum.
Note perspective illustrates jacaranda however
it is acknowledged this might change.

2.5-3m compacted
granitic sand or similar

Bromley Road Robinvale concept plans
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Social/Community hub- Overview
This area provides a cluster of activities
that are of value to the people of
Robinvale (who generally have to cross
the highway to access this area) and
travellers (who generally move along
the highway). These proposals seek to
build on the appeal of existing features,
increase the sense that travellers get
that they are arriving at a notable place
and make it easier and safer to cross the
road

Distinctive landscaping at intersection to
help emphasise the importance of the
view towards the station

Pedestrian crossing

View framed by distinctive
landscaping at intersection
increases the sense that the
traveller has reached a
special and distinctive point,
providing a more distinctive
sense of arrival in the town
centre and helping to create
a visual connection across
the road

Greenway
Parking bays
organised
and marked
to facilitate
efficient
parking

Museum

Key
Views framed by landscape to
increase the emphasis on key
features

Distinctive signature trees
adjoining crossing and
intersection such as Acacia
pendula (Weeping acacia)
Or similar to tie the area
around the intersection
together and increase a
sense that the town extends
across the highway

Tourist
information

Toilets and
mothers shelter
Bus stop
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Station

Enhanced
play area
(see
following
pages)

Distinctive and long
flowering
grass/groundcover around
intersection such as
Eremophila glabra prostrate
Or similar to tie the area
together around the
intersection and increase a
sense that the town extends
across the highway
Taller native grass to
“frame” footpath and
intersection area
Footpath extended to
provide more direct and
obvious access to visitors
centre
To provide secure,
comfortable and discrete
facility for baby changing,
breast feeding whilst
ensuring older children can
be engaged and effectively
supervised

Social/Community hub- Perspective
Looking towards precinct from Perrin
Street
This sketch illustrates the role of
distinctive tree planting and long
flowering ground covers to frame the
view across the highway and visually
link the station precinct to Perrin Street
from the pedestrians perspective
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Social/Community hub- Perspective
of crossing looking south down
highway
This sketch illustrates the role of distinctive
tree planting and long flowering ground
covers to frame the view across the highway
and visually link the station precinct to Perrin
Street from the drivers perspective

Distinctive signature trees adjoining crossing and intersection
such as Acacia pendula (Weeping acacia) Or similar or
continuation of Perrin street trees across the highway to tie
the area around the intersection together and increase a sense
that the town centre extends across the highway

Pedestrian crossing at least 3m in width and marked out
in a distinctive colour (subject to VicRoads
requirements)

Distinctive and long flowering grass/groundcover
around intersection such as Eremophila glabra
prostrate
Or similar to tie the area together around the
intersection and increase a sense that the town
extends across the highway

Taller native grass to “frame” footpath and
intersection area
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Social/Community hub- Axonometric
of entry to play area
This sketch illustrates how the sense of
arrival at the play area might be enhanced

Welcome sign incorporated into boulder that also doubles as a
play feature
Whats happening today? Sign that
can be chalked up to inform people
of any events or whether or not
anything interesting is happening
in the trees (visible through the
periscope) or in the bug hotel.
The wire fence outside the play area provides a great
opportunity for improvement as a structure for planting of a
vine. Suggest ornamental grape or star jasmine or similar. Final
choice to consider maintenance requirements and need to
allow filtered visibility into and out of the fence for supervision
of children by adults
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Social/Community hub- Perspective
of proposed play feature
These sketches illustrates how the sites
topography and any timber from the trees
that will be removed can be utilised on the
site. The topography of the site may be
altered to create a play feature that children
can climb up, roll down and that might fire
their imagination by evoking a castle to
create a space that might be shared, owned
or defended. This will also create a minor
landmark for passers by.
Exact location for these features to be
determined at a later stage

The trees that will have to be removed along the highway
will yield a significant amount of timber. This should be
reused where possible and safe to do so if the trees are
diseased on site as a play feature, possibly evoking the
character of a train as indicated here
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Slope to match natural angle of repose of surrounding soil
with the inclusion of stones or slabs of reconstituted
stone to create informal steps and platforms for low risk
jumping. Ground modelling to create a bridge/tunnel
using drainage pipe for additional play opportunities
Slide to launch off structure on top of mound if angle of
repose inadequate for slide.
Structure to incorporate castellation to evoke character of
iconic castle (or other feature decided in consultation
with the areas children and their parents)

Social/Community hub- Perspectives
of natural heritage interpretive
features
This sketch illustrates how the play area
might also become a place where people
(particularly children) might find out more
about their natural heritage and the areas
ecological values

This sketch illustrates how a basic telescope
might be used to reveal what is happening at
canopy level. Suggest that bird boxes/nests
are installed at periscope height so people
might see what is going on.
Periscope set rigidly against tree for
robustness but enabled to pan to allow the
viewer to interact with the periscope and
see a range of views. Steps to be provided
adjacent to periscope to allow children of
different heights to see.
To be located on the tree determined to
have the best ecological values

‘Bug hotel’ box containing mix of bamboo
cuttings and native wood to provide safe
insect habitat. Bug hotel to include
information on the creatures that would be
expected to live there.
(adapted from an original idea seen in New
Zealand)
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Tourist orientated activities- Overview
This area provides a cluster of
activities that are of value to
travellers
These proposals seek to pique their
interest, invite them to stop,
increase the sense that travellers get
that they are arriving at a notable
place

Area planted in native grassland to frame view of silos
and amenities building from highway

?

Key
Greenway
Seat
Directional signage
?

Interprative material
Views framed by landscape to
increase the emphasis on the
landmark silos and amenity
building
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Artistic representation of the town on a map presented
on an attractive frame structure. This will provide an eyecatching feature that will help inform people of what the
town has to offer as they stretch their legs. The map can
also be used to reassure people of the short distance and
straightforward routes to the towns assets helping people
make the decision to walk to the town centre and enjoy
the centre and the other assets of the town.
Consider the re-use of water wheels as a sculptural
feature in this area

Lay-by

This area is proposed to be subtly adapted
to provide a multi-cultural arboretum, with
additional trees planted to further reflect
the diversity of the community. For each of
the representative trees this proposal
further envisaged interpretive information
is provided that explains the history of that
tree, who planted it (if known) and any uses
the tree is put to or what habitat values it
offers, here and if its origin is overseas what
habitat values it had there.
These trees would be linked by a
meandering path that was defined only by
markers to take people through the
diversity of Robinvale and provide places of
quiet and shady seclusion.

?

Tourist orientated area perspectiveArriving from Swan Hill/South
This perspective illustrates the
strong sense of arrival that may be
achieved through careful
planting/clearing to frame views of
the silos and construction of an
iconic artistic map of the township
that references local design themes
such as curved steel and timber
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Tourist orientated area perspectiveLooking due west across Bromley Road
This perspective illustrates the
strong sense of arrival that may be
achieved through careful
planting/clearing to frame views of
the silos and construction of an
iconic artistic map of the township
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Suggested significant variations to
consultants amended plan

Distinctive landmark trees to
define Perrin Street
intersection

Traffic splitter amended
to provide pedestrian
refuge to make crossing
road safer and easier

No tree planting to allow
framed views of bridge

Construction of footpath to
create more direct entry to
visitors centre
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Distinctive surface treatment

Construction of mothers
shelter and realignment of
boundary fence to ensure
mothers shelter/toilet block
within park

Choice of Jacarandas as a
median tree to be revisited

No tree planting to allow
framed views of silos, instead
planting of native grasses

Multi-cultural
arboretum

Updated Road Design
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